HICOR IQ

HICOR’s Oncology Informatics Platform

Explore the updated version of HICOR’s Oncology Informatics Platform and access interactive regional performance metrics.

WHAT IS HICOR IQ?

HICOR IQ is a regional informatics platform, based on a cancer registry-health insurance claims database, that enables reporting on trends in oncology.
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2016 UPDATES

1. Clinic-specific access and stratification
2. New metrics based on community feedback
3. Partner-specific portal for collaboration projects.
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REGIONAL METRICS

1. Select metric
2. Default view
3. Customize report
4. View Results
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CLINIC-SPECIFIC VIEW

NEW FOR PROVIDER GROUPS

Identify your clinic

Filter population to only your clinic

See your clinic’s de-identified physicians performance
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PROJECT PORTAL

NEW FOR HICOR PARTNERS
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HICOR IQ Projects section

FUTURE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Additional data providers – payers, health systems and registries

Expanded set of performance measures based on regional consensus

Expanded data source types including electronic medical records

HICOR is always looking for new partners to help with expanding data resources and feature development.
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READY TO GET STARTED?

Explore HICOR IQ at http://hicoriq.org/

Contact us at hicoriq@fredhutch.org with any questions or feedback.
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HOW DO I GET ACCESS?

All summit participants from 2015 and 2016 have access to HICOR IQ. Last year’s registrants have been sent an email outlining the 2016 updates. If you are new to the Summit this year you have been sent an email with instructions on how to gain access. Simply click on the link to verify your email and complete the registration process.
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